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Sharpening workshop tools is probably the most diverse of all workshop activities and the one
that is least understood by the majority of workshop owners. This is not unreasonable in view of
the wide range of equipment suggested for the task, ranging from the complex (typically an
industrial tool and cutter grinder) through to the humble off hand grinder. This book illustrates
how most sharpening tasks can be carried out using an off hand grinder and a few simply made
accessories to a standard comparable to that achieved using much more sophisticated
equipment. Follow the instructions in this book and working with blunt tools will be a thing of the
past! "The Workshop Practice Series" is the world's leading range of books for model engineers
and mechanical crafts: some of the books have been in print for 50 years; most of them still
reprint every 18 months. It is fully illustrated step-by-step with photographs and technical
drawings.

About the AuthorAuthor Harold Hall has established his reputation as a mentor to tyro engineers
through the pages of Model Engineers' Workshop of which he was the editor for a number of
years and through his other two titles in the Workshop Practice series, Lathework: A Complete
Course and Milling: A Complete Course.
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Robert D Gregg, “A Lot of Good Information in This One. This volume treats a subject that is
neglected in the majority of machinist's manuals.Plenty of good information in here.”

T. Smythe, “Basics only. I purchased this book for additional ideas for different contours of lathe
tooling shapes and angles. It seems to spend more time on milling tools and is basic for all, but
overall gets the simple portion across for those who are not used to sharpening or making
tooling for machining operations.”

James E Clark III, “Good info.. Worth having just for reference.”

Paul A., “If you are getting ambitious on your manual lathe, this is a must-read. A fantastic primer
on shaping and grinding your own tools. Contains recipes for making basic grinding fixtures.
Makes clear what aspects need to be precise (depth of grind) and which can be approximate
(relief angles). Teaches you all the words, too. In British.This knowledge becomes essential for
manual lathe work when you get into unusual operations like grooving, trepanning, internal
features in a bore, things that are not supported by the tool market. Also for achieving fine
finishes, as commercial carbides are not that sharp, and leave poor surface quality when used
on some materials on a lightly built lathe.They even get into sharpening end mills, dovetail
cutters, drill bits, reamers.”

Ian, “Good for the hobby crowd. Good starter book on the subject. I think for some things it was
great. I found the section on sharpening drills to be helpful and informative. It explained things I
had missed in other stuff I had read. As for end mills and such, I think I'd be hard pressed to turn
out an accurate end mill based on the simple grinding rests created in the book. Overall, the
book is worth the time if you are interested in sharpening your own tools.It's definitely a hobbyist
level book though. I don't think any tool and die guy would get much out of it.”

Holden, “Good description of process. This book of Harold's gives a lot of useful information
about a pretty anal approach to sharpening a variety of cutters. His tool grinder rest towers
above all other DIY grinder rests in complexity and refinement. It is so complicated that after I
made it I find myself removing un needed parts so I could do something else with my day
besides sharpening one simple cutter. I think sometimes the Brits take themselves too seriously
and use a lot of time and energy to do relatively simple things I would do in a only jiffy.”

W. Yester, “Great book by an author that really knows the subject matter. I own many of Harold's
books and each one is awesome!Very well written and easy to understand. The text is
accompanied buy clear, excellent photos.Each book is a mini bible of machining techniques and
processes.As someone who is teaching himself the machining trade, I find his books



invaluable.Thank you Mr Hall for sharing your skills and knowledge with us!”

Mike McIver, “Not quite what I expected.. When I purchased this book I was expecting more
details on how to hand sharpen tools. My preference is to learn proper technique. This book
seemed to be more dependent on jigs to do the worklHaving said that, the book is good and
covers a wide variety of tools.”

Aidan Nolan, “Good info, well written, dated format but relevant. This well written book is an
excellent introduction to the subject of tool and clutter grinding. It has good advice for those with
a humble bench grinder to those aspiring to a dedicated precision setup. The writing style is
clear and grammatically sound, however those who have grown up with modern, informal
(lightweight) communication may find they have to concentrate a little harder..! The value in this
style of writing is that a lot of information is conveyed efficiently. Although a modern readership
may have come to expect full colour photos and 3D renderings, the monochrome pictures and
diagrams do the job well enough if one remembers that it is the advice and technical content
which is important, not how good it looks on the coffee table..! A good, compact, and valuable
book at a very (very) reasonable price. Well worth it..!”

PC-B, “A very useful reference for the home workshop. Having tried to sharpen drills and lathe
tools on the bench grinder in the past without having much of a clue what I was doing I can now
see why the results were less than satisfactory. This book explains all you need to know, it's
more complicated than it looks. The book covers sharpening of all the tools encountered in the
home workshop, not just drills and lathe tools, but also milling cutters, slitting saws and
woodworking tools to. For less than the price of one decent cutter it should repay the investment
in no time at all. Oh, and all the pages were correct in my copy.”

Graham Lewis, “Essential for the serious metalworker. If you want to sharpen your own drills,
lathe tools and milling cutters then this is the book for you. Clear diagrams and good hints.It's
weak on woodworking tools so I'd go elsewhere if that's what you want to do.As another reviewer
say's the book with apostrophe's s'cattered all over the place is'in dire need of proofreading and
sentence's are often muddled up.If you can make sense of the last sentence then you'll be
alright.”

Steve T, “I highly recommend this book and all those in the series. Yet again these little books
from the Workshop Practice Series live up to their reputation. Who'd have thought you could
sharpen an end mill. There is so much in here it beggars belief. I highly recommend this book
and all those in the series.”

Stephen, “good quality. lovely condition”
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